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It has great significance to study the issue of ‘city hamlet’. ‘Transferring 
village committee to city community’ is a special pattern of ‘city hamlet’ 
reconstruction. In the process of ‘transferring village committee to city 
community’, the peasants are not passive policy receivers but subjectivity with 
reason. And the government also does make various policy decisions under the 
guide of its reason. In the view of development, government intends to solve 
the developing problem of agriculture and peasants in a non-agriculture way. 
And it considers that it’s beneficial to long-term interest of peasant if the 
‘transferring village committee to city community’ policy and correlative 
measures are carried out. The land system in China gives government validity 
to expropriate the lands and remove the houses to put the policy in force 
successfully. The peasant reason that is figured by the economic income from 
house-renting in‘city hamlet’ and the important interest from the qualification 
of village residence includes: regarding land as the terminal insurance of living; 
longing for leisure living style; putting great importance to the relation network 
of relatives and countrymen. This paper focuses on the content, presentation 
and the decisive culture and system factors of the two types of reasons. And the 
discussion of finding the combination way of the two reasons is mentioned at 
the end of the paper. 
This paper has the following characteristics: First, it defines the concept of 
reason. This paper emphasizes on the subjectivity of the concept of reason by 
integrating its philosophic, economic and other related meanings and 
summarizes the subjective characteristic of both the peasant reason and the 
government reason. Second, this paper pays great attention to the micro-view 
research of city hamlet. By describing the specific indications of the 














village committee to city community’ policy and urbanization process. And 
the text and literature depictions as the main writing skills are also 
microcosmic. Third, this paper overcomes the government and city standard 
research bias and pays much attention to the ignored peasants’ desire and 
reason. Meanwhile, this paper tries to remain value-neutral of not judging the 
government reason and the peasant reason. 
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①参见“中国城市化网”， 2002 年 11 月 24 日，来源《绍兴晚报》. 
②见网址 http://www.wuxi.gov.cn/guanzhu/21.asp. 














































                                                        
④参见李志生，“关于城中村改造的问题”，中国城市化网， 2002 年 10 月 24 日. 
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